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Date: Thursday, April 14, 2022 9:28:24 PM

Hi Bruce, Could you pass on my email regarding the town shade tree plan.   

Thanks,

Colin

To the East Montpelier Selectboard,  Roads committee.

I have some questions and comments regarding the town's proposed Shade Tree Plan. The
quotations in bold come from the Vermont League of Cities and Towns tree law FAQ page.   

Does the Vermont League of Cities and Towns language  encourage towns to define all trees
(in our town roads public way) as "shade trees''?  I interpret the language as shade tree
designation is meant for a select tree or group of trees. 

"A “shade tree” is a shade or ornamental tree that is located in whole or in part within
the limits of a public way or public places, provided the tree: was planted by a town; or
is designated as a shade tree pursuant to a town’s Shade Tree Preservation Plan
(“Plan”). In order to be designated as a “shade tree” under a town’s Plan, the
selectboard and tree warden must agree that the tree is critical to the cultural, historical,
or aesthetic character of the town."

Designating all trees along town roads defines them as critical to our town's cultural, historical
or aesthetic character. Is that accurate? Is this level of protection necessary for all roadside
trees within the public way? I understand that the state is not giving clear direction as to: how
towns give some protection to non shade trees- specifically live, healthy and non
hazardous trees. But will it be practical for the town to have such a large inventory of shade
trees?

Shade tree plans are optional and intended to be guidance rather than regulation.  

 "An optional plan adopted by a majority of the legislative body (selectboard,
trustees, council, alderman) of a municipality and the tree warden. A Plan must
have certain elements as described in 24 V.S.A. § 2502 and may have additional
elements. The Plan is a town-wide document that enables protection of
designated shade trees and sets policies for planting, managing, and removal
of shade trees."

"For the most part, a Shade Tree Preservation Plan (“Plan”) is just that, a plan, a
guidance document that describes the town’s internal policy. As such it is a
primarily a non-regulatory tool, meaning that it’s largely of no legal effect on
its own, though it could inform a regulatory tool (e.g. ordinance) adopted for
carrying out its purposes."
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-Tree Warden:  The process to remove shade trees involves the Tree Warden, the town and the
selectboard. 

"Tree wardens control all shade trees in town and may cut or remove them
or cause them to be cut or removed. Before a tree warden cuts or removes a
shade tree, they must post public notice at least 15 days prior to the cutting or
removal in at least two conspicuous locations in town and in the town clerk’s
office under 24 V.S.A. § 2509. When the shade tree proposed to be cut or
removed is located on property held in fee by another, the town must notify
each abutting landowner. Any municipal resident or landowner may appeal the
proposed tree warden action within 15 days of the notice being posted by
writing to the selectboard. If the proposed action is appealed, the selectboard
must give notice of the appeal to the tree warden and hold a public hearing
(see above for information on the hearing)."

Has the impact on time, efficiency and cost been considered if all trees are defined as "shade
trees?" If so, we need to set up these policies and positions that will fit with our
town, tree warden and road crew. 

From:  Duncan Hastings in Johnson, VT.  
"I have always thought of the role of the Tree Warden to be one of an “intermediary” and an
advocate (for trees?). A person that could try to balance legitimate interests of a landowner,
highway crew and utilities in trimming and removal practices related to trees. I would hope we
could craft a plan that was geared more to that role."

A practical fit may be to create a preservation plan to be a set of guidelines for best practices.
The plan could also outline a path for future updates to shade trees. So trees or sections of road
trees could be placed under "shade tree" protection. This process would allow tree warden,
landowners and selectboard to implement if deemed critical. 

I am grateful our town has active tree advocates that are bringing knowledge and intention for
the public good, preservation and the environment.  I hope my inputs to this discussion can be
seen as practical and are not intended to discourage preservation work.   

Thanks,

Colin Blackwell

https://legislature.vermont.gov/statutes/section/24/067/02509


 


